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Abstract 
 
In Part I of this article, two-stage solidification model was presented. In this part we use our model to simulate solidification of the Al 7% 
Si alloy for two cooling rates  and . Simulations have been performed for two eutectic transformation modes, typical 
for modified and unmodified alloys. Obtained cooling curves are qualitatively consistent with the typical cooling curves for modified and 
unmodified alloys. Moreover, evolution of cooling-curve characteristics is compared with the analytical model and found to be in close 
agreement. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Modeling of hypoeutectic alloys solidification is a complex 

problem, because increase of solid phase fraction is triggered by 
constitution of two structures: In the first stage, between eutectic 
and liquidus temperature, dendritic grains nucleate and grow. In 
the second stage, below eutectic temperature, eutectic structures 
form. In the latter stage eutectic grains nucleate and grow from 
the liquid phase that did not solidify in the first stage. As has been 
reported recently [1-8], various modes of eutectic transformation 
can be observed, depending on the alloy modifications. In 
unmodified alloys, eutectic grains nucleate in adjacency of 
dendritic grains. Whereas, in modified alloys (e.g. by adding 
strontium modifier) eutectic grains nucleate with no relation to 
dendritic structure, and the number of eutectic grains is smaller 
compared to the unmodified alloys. 

The eutectic formation is the final stage of the hypoeutectic 
alloys solidification process,  and hence the mode of eutectic 
transformation can modulate occurrence of defects as has been 
shown in [1, 4, 7]. Consequently, model that would accurately 

capture various modes of eutectic transformation can contribute to 
better prediction of defects (e.g. porosity or hot-tearing) in 
castings. The above observation is the main motivation for current 
work.  

The objective of this part of the paper is to verify the two-
stage solidification model, presented in Part I. We provide a 
comparison between two eutectic structure formation modes, in 
terms of the final microstructure and cooling curves. We discuss 
the effect of the various impingement schemes, which are related 
to eutectic transformation mode, on the simulated microstructure 
and on numerical cooling curve. In addition, we compare the 
cooling curves generated by the model to those described by 
analytical model. 
 
 

2. Computational problem 
 

In our approach we consider macroscopic element, e.g. finite 
element, finite difference or control volume, that is a result of 
discretization made for macroscopic transport equations. For such 
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an element we generate mesh of cellular automata cells. Coupling 
of computation between those two levels is exploited in macro-

micro models and is called CAFE [9-11]. 

 
Table 1. 
The quantitative results for predicted microstructure for two eutectic solidification modes – s1 corresponds to nucleation of independent 
(from dendritic grains) eutectic grains, s2 corresponds to nucleation of eutectic grains in adjacency of dendritic grains. (n is the number of 
dendritic/eutectic grains in the specimen,  is the average dendritic/eutectic grain radius for the specimen,  is the fraction of 

extradendritic fraction, and   is the fraction of intradendritic eutectic) 

 

s 
      

-2 s1 12 323 12 255.3 0.244 0.390 
s2 192 63.8 

-20 s1 27 229 27 170.2 0.135 0.479 
s2 410 43.6 

 
To solve the diffusion equation occurring in the first stage of 

the solidification process, i.e. dendritic structure formation, we 
employ explicit scheme of time integration. This restricts the size 
of time step , to guarantee stability of the scheme. Additional 

restriction is introduced to ensure that the increase of envelope 
radius in a single time step is no larger than 0.2 of cell size: 

 
,           (1) 

 
where  is the solute diffusion in liquid,  is the size of CA-cell, 
and  is the maximum velocity in the previous time step. The 
dendritic nucleation density  has been correlated with the 
cooling rate at the beginning of solidification  by the following 
parabolic function: 
 

,           (2) 
 

where coefficients  and  are set as proposed in [12]. We 
converted the nucleation density  into two dimensional 
density  using stereological Equation (3): 
 

           (3) 

 
In the work we assume that the first stage of solidification is 

the same for both modified and unmodified alloys. Thus, the same 
dendritic nucleation density is used in both cases. However, we 
should keep in mind that modifier may affect the dendritic 
structure formation. In the second stage of the solidification, the 
nucleation process unfolds in slightly different way, depending on 
the eutectic transformation mode. In such case nucleation 
phenomena depends on different densities and different 
algorithms, as explained in Part I. The authors of the series of 
papers [3, 6, 7] investigated solidification of modified and 
unmodified hypoeutectic alloys, and indicated that the difference 
in nucleation densities for eutectic structure must exists. In [6] 
McDonald et al. claim that the difference in nucleation density 
and the size of eutectic grains is “drastic”. It should be noted, that 
due to the fact that eutectic transformation modes are relatively 
new area of research, only limited experimental data is available. 
Keeping this in mind, in our approach we assumed that in the case 

of modified alloys the nucleation density for eutectic structure is 
the same as for the dendritic structure. In turn, for the second 
mode, which is typical for unmodified alloys, we assumed that in 
the adjacency of each main dendritic arm four eutectic grains 
nucleate. The number of nucleating grains and their average size 
have been summarized in Table 1. In addition, following [12] we 
introduced different growth coefficients to describe modified and 
unmodified alloys, , 

, respectively. 

 
 

3. Results and discussion 
 

All results presented in the paper have been obtained for 
hypoeutectic binary alloy, i.e. Al-7%Si alloy. The eutectic fraction 
in this alloy is significant, and is more than 50%. Corresponding 
thermophysical parameters are (after [13]): the volumetric 
specific heat , the latent heat 

, the solute diffusion coefficient 

, the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient 

, the melting temperature of pure Al 

, the slope of the liquidus line , the 

solute partitioning coefficient , the eutectic temperature 

, and the eutectic concentration . We 

performed a set of simulations for two macroscopic elements of 
size  and CA-cell size of . All 

simulations have been performed for two cooling rates, typical for 
different parts of a casting:  typical for the central part 

of a casting, and  typical for elements close to a mould. 

Grain Structure Simulation of Al-7%Si Alloy 
As we have already mentioned, the first stage is identical for both 
eutectic transformation modes. When the temperature drops 
below liquidus temperature, dendritic grains nucleate and grow. 
Computed solute distribution corresponding to this stage, for two 
macroscopic elements has been presented in Figure 1. It can be 
seen that diffusion layers of neighboring grains overlap in various 
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time steps, depending on their mutual position. The contact of 
layers causes a decrease in growth velocity of envelopes. Thus, in 
these areas where solute diffusion layers do not overlap, 
envelopes are close to a sphere, whereas in the opposite situation, 
envelope segments are similar to Voronoi diagram. This reflects 
the two growth types introduced in the growth algorithm of 
dendritic envelopes. 

When the envelope growth Type-II becomes dominant, 
segments of envelope evolve into cells of VD with distinctive 
vertices. However, the surface of the envelope should be smooth, 
i.e. with rounded corners, because the surface tension tends to 
remelt the edgy corners. Although, this feature has only minor 
effect on the final result, we hope to extend our approach to take it 
into account. 

 
                        

     

      

      
Fig. 1. Solute concentration in the first few moments of the 

process (grain fraction , 0.2, 0.3) for two cooling rates 

 
In Figure 2 liquid phase distribution, both between grains 

(first raw) and within envelopes (second raw), when the eutectic 
temperature is reached, is presented. Corresponding quantitative 
results are summarized in Table 1. When the cooling rate is low, 
more extradendritic liquid phase remains between grains. This is 
because the growth process takes longer and more solute is 
accumulated between grains. Consequently, the dendritic grains 
occupy smaller area and the obtained structure is characterized by 
low grain fractions. 
 

                            

 

 
Fig. 2. Primary solid phase and liquid phase distribution between 
grains (first raw) and inside grain envelope (second raw) for two 

cooling rates 
In the second raw of Figure 2 intragranular liquid distribution 

for two macroscopic elements is presented. To obtain this result 
we used dendrite shape model, presented in Part I of the paper. 
Each dendritic grain has the main arms randomly oriented. As can 
be seen in the second raw of Figure 2, resulting structures consist 
of grains with various orientations, which is one important 
element captured by our model.  

Results related to the second stage of the process are 
summarized in Figures 4–5. Corresponding distributions of the 
two types of structure, for two macroscopic elements, for two 
eutectic modes, and for different time steps (including the final 
structure) are shown in Figures 4 and 5. We can observe that 
different eutectic transformation modes result in different average 
radius of eutectic grains, smaller eutectic grains are observed in 
unmodified alloys.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 3. Cooling curves for two cooling rates (a - ,  
b - ), for two eutectic transformation modes: (s1 

and s2). S1 corresponds to nucleation of independent (from 
dendritic grains) eutectic grains, s2 corresponds to nucleation of 
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eutectic grains in adjacency of dendritic grains. In Figure the end 
of the solidification process is marked by dots 

 
Analysis of Cooling Curves for Al-7% Si Alloys  
In Figure 3 numerical cooling curves for macroscopic elements 
and for both eutectic transformation modes have been presented.  
As can be seen, obtained cooling curves are qualitatively 
consistent with the typical cooling curves for modified and 
unmodified alloys [8]. For unmodified alloys the eutectics 
transforms with lower undercooling compared to the modified 
alloys. Moreover, recalescence is observed at relatively higher 
temperatures. These two tendencies follow from the fact that more 
grains nucleate and the aggregated surface of growing grains is 
greater. Consequently, more latent heat is generated at the 
beginning of the second stage of the process, and the temperature 
increases earlier. In addition, in the case of unmodified alloys, the 
impingement factor has minor effect on generation of latent heat. 
The aggregate surface of growing eutectic grains is affected by 
impingement at the beginning and at the end of the 
transformation, and during remaining parts of the process 
interaction with other grains is being stabilized. As a consequence 
a narrow range of temperatures for eutectic transformation is 
obtained. 
 

s1     s2 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Grain structure in macroscopic elements for cooling rate 

, for different time steps t=100 s, 120 s, and the 
final structure. S1 corresponds to nucleation of independent (from 

dendritic grains) eutectic grains, s2 corresponds to nucleation of 
eutectic grains in adjacency of dendritic grains 

 
On the contrary, in modified alloys, fewer grains grow and 

even local changes in their size can affect significantly the amount 
of latent heat generated. Such local changes can be a result of the 
impingement between grains. At any point of time growing 
eutectic grains may encounter dendritic grains that act as a barrier. 
At the same time, when the growing eutectic grains overgrow the 
dendritic grains, they regain ability to grow freely. When the 
amount of latent heat is decreased, the temperature decreases as 
well and the solidifying material transforms with higher 
undercooling. This blocking factor is more dominant at the end of 
the eutectic transformation. Hence, the last portions of solidifying 
material are solidifying with higher undercooling. For modified 
alloys the solidification process ends at lower temperature 
compared to the unmodified alloys.  
 

s1    s2 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Grain structure in macroscopic elements for cooling rate 

, for different time steps t=13 s, 17 s, and the 
final structure. S1 corresponds to nucleation of independent (from 
dendritic grains) eutectic grains, s2 corresponds to nucleation of 

eutectic grains in adjacency of dendritic grains 
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Run-times for the above simulations are 56m53s for low 
cooling rate and 9m2s for high cooling rate. All tests have been 
performed on Intel Core 2 2.4 GHz computer with 2 GB of RAM. 
For comparison, run-times of simulation with comparable 
solidification conditions, but for micro model [14], are 2 months 
and 1.2 days, respectively. This is very significant improvement, 
which gives real opportunity to combine the presented model with 
computations on macroscale. Moreover it shows that the model 
can be used as a base model for defects predictions. 
 
Validation of Obtained Numerical Cooling Curves for Modified 
and Unmodified Alloys 
In order to validate obtained numerical cooling curves we 
compared them with corresponding results obtained with 
analytical model. Because the first stage of process is identical for 
two modes of eutectic transformation, we limit our comparison 
only to the second stage of the process. For this purpose, we chose 
an analytical model that is the most often utilized among macro-
micro models [12, 15-18]. Here we briefly describe this model, 
limiting presentation only to its most important details.  

In macro-micro models, spherical growth within 
representative elementary volume is assumed and two values are 
introduced: the extended volume, , and transformed volume, 

. The extended volume is the total transformed volume of 
crystals when impingement between them is neglected. In turn, 
transformed volume of crystal is the total transformed volume of 
crystals when impingement is taken into account. If we define the 
transformed phase volume fraction as  and extended 
phase volume fraction as , we can relate them by 
the well known JMAK equation: 

 
.           (4) 

 
The above equation is one way to introduce the impingement into 
growth model. Another way would be to decrease the growth rate 
of eutectic growth by multiplying the growth velocity (Equation 3 
from Part I) by factor . The later procedure is applied in 
models that describe solidification of alloys, with dominant 
eutectic structure. When grains nucleate at the boundary of other 
grains, the correcting factor must be changed as in [18]. Different 
forms of correcting factor should be also utilized when grains can 
move during growth process, as it was shown in [19]. For 
hypoeutecitc alloys preexisting dendritic structure may also delay 
the growth process of eutectic grains, and correcting factor is also 
required, as stated in [12,15]. Various types of this factor have 
been used for hypoeutectic alloys [12, 15, 17, 18]. For comparison 
purposes we have chosen the following factors: , 

, .  
We designed a set of experiments for both models. Obtained 

results are presented in Figure 6. As can be seen only one curve, 
corresponding to the factor , diverges from the others, 
including cooling curves obtained by our model. Curves 
corresponding to other two factors are convergent with each other 
and with curve obtained by means of the proposed model. We 
noted that for both eutectic transformation modes the same 
correcting factor in analytical model can be used to describe 
eutectic structure evolution in case of hypoeutectic alloy. This 
implies that in order to take into account various eutectic 

transformation modes, there is no need to differentiate between 
various correction factors. 

The only difference occurs close to the end of eutectic 
transformation process for modified alloys, i.e. in Figures 3b and 
6a. A small perturbation visible in the curve generated by our 
model is a result of impingement of growing eutectic grains upon 
dendritic grains. This perturbation depends on position and the 
number of both dendritic and eutectic grains, and hence it is hard 
to capture it by the analytical models. When many eutectic grains 
have nucleated this effect is minimized and the perturbation is not 
observed, like in the case of unmodified alloys (Figure 6b). 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 6. Results of comparison between proposed model and 

analytical models , ,  for cooling rate -
2degs, for both modified alloys (a) and unmodified alloys (b) 

  
This comparison shows also that both models can be 

successfully utilized to model two stage solidification. However, 
analytical models are unable to determine the topological 
evolution of polistructure. Thus, when such information is crucial, 
analytical models are of little application. 
 
 

4. Conclusion 
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In the paper verification of two-stage solidification model, 
described in Part I of this paper, has been presented. Computer 
simulations have been executed for an Al-7%Si alloy and for two 
macrosopic elements, with two cooling rates, i.e.  and 

. Simulations show that obtained curves for modified 

and unmodified alloys agree with typical cooling curves 
characteristics for these alloys. Recalescence during the initial 
solidification of both primary dendrites and eutectic is represented 
in cooling curve profiles. Different eutectic transformation modes 
lead to different size of the final grains, and to different scenarios 
of the grain evolution. Obtained results have been compared with 
the analytical model. Comparison shows good convergence of our 
model with analytical models in terms of cooling curves. Unlike 
the analytical models our approach provides information about 
gradual topological transition of microstructure, which is crucial 
in modeling phenomena that relay on local topological changes in 
microstructure (such as defects formation in castings). To the best 
of our knowledge presented approach is the only one that allows 
to capture simultaneously microstructure, temperature and size of 
the structure constituents in two-stage solidification, and that 
include different modes of the eutectic transformation. 
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